
Year 3 English Learning w/b 18th May

This week we are going to be reading and writing some World War 2 poetry.


TASK 1 Read this poem:

World War 2 

By Angela Yardy 


Air raid shelters, damp and black 
Bombs exploding, back to back 
Children crying, adults too  
“Down the cellar – after you” 
Evacuees on the train  
Farewells said in pouring rain  
Gone to live in some strange place  
Hoping for a friendly face.

In the city, parents wait

Just to hear of their child’s fate  
 Knowing that they have arrived  
 Leaves them thankful they’ve survived  
 Memories now not theirs to make  
 No hugs or kisses; birthday cake. 
 Only painful loss is theirs 
 Parting sorrow, daily prayers.

Quick to jar them from their pity: 
Raids repeating on the city. 
Sirens screeching, chaos calls, 
Thunderous noise as buildings fall. 
Underground : imaginations, 
Violent earth reverberations. 
Why oh Why? Despair abounds. 
eXit all, as fear resounds…..

Yesterday for now is gone  
Zeal for life and peace lives on.

a) What do you notice about the features of this poem?


• How does each line of the poem begin?


• Does this poem rhyme?  If so, how might you describe the pattern of the rhymes - 
where do they fall in each line?


• What punctuation is used?  


• Is the poem telling a story?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HadhIEIOQgM
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b) - your main task:


Have a go at writing a WW2 poem using an alphabet structure.  All 26 letters might be a bit too 
much of a challenge - you might want to try for 7 - 10 lines (you don’t have to start with ‘a’, you 
could start anywhere in the alphabet (but probably not Z, unless you want to work backwards)


Planning -  

Brainstorm as many ideas about WW2 as you can onto a piece of rough paper.  You may 
want to watch this short animation to help with ideas.


See if you can convert each idea into a short sentence or phrase.


Writing -


Can you arrange your ideas into alphabetical order? (you may have to jiggle around the 
word order in your sentences to make them fit your pattern)


Don’t worry about trying to include a rhyming pattern (unless you’re really keen of course!)


Presenting - 

How are you going to present your poem?  You could:


• Make it into a poster with WW2 pictures and images


• Record your voice reading it out


• Create a video of yourself reading it aloud. 


• Make your poem into an eBook using this website.


You can view a poem that I wrote here.  I only used the letters A-H.  I created the video using 
Adobe Spark.


This task may take 2 days to complete - it’s much better to spend a couple of days working on a 
really good quality poem that you can be proud of than rushing to finish quickly.


Task 2 

Read the Poem VE Day


1. How did the poet find out the War in Europe was won?


2. What did the Government give to the people to celebrate?


3. What do you think the word ‘buzzed’ in verse 2 is describing?


4. Find three words or phrases that tell you the underground is busy?


5. What does ‘espied’ mean?


6. Where do you think the person who is writing this poem is?


7. What causes the poet to abandon their studies and head outside?


8. What are foxtrot, waltz and quickstep?


9. Who do you think is writing this poem?
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https://www.literacyshed.com/uploads/1/2/5/7/12572836/blitz__animated_multimedia_-_youtube_811.mp4
https://bookcreator.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hEnqrj62KeiBvYt2wpFaUa_Ur65q9kAn/view?usp=sharing
https://spark.adobe.com/sp/?
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1My8sBafID2Dx2RAAaTSvtImvS2Y3hPr1/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HadhIEIOQgM
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Task 3


Read the poem, Victory Day 

Notice how each line of the poem begins with either ‘day of’, ‘day when’ or ’day with’ and that 
each verse is grouped into four lines (apart from the last verse). 

Your task is to write a poem about a day in your lockdown life!  


Begin each line with either ‘day of’, ‘day when’ or ’day with’.


Don’t worry about the rhyming pattern as sometimes rhyming stops us using our best ideas as 
they don’t fit the rhyming pattern.


Here’s my attempt.


Lockdown Days 

A day of typing emails

A day of writing lessons

A day of thinking of fun ideas

A day of wondering how the children are doing.


A day wearing a wig

A day pointing the camera

A day making silly videos

A day making myself laugh.


A day of video chatting

A day in the garden

A day watching the rain drip down the window

A day wondering what to eat next!


Hopefully your ideas are better than mine!!  (I wonder if you can tell who is writing the English plan 
for this week?!) 


If you’d like to, you can use the presentation ideas from task 1 to bring your poem to life.  Videos 
of you reading these would make a really nice compilation video to share with the other year 3 
children - if you can, email yourself in!
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iCPFW5TTR-OrE7nd2e2gz6UQAqLyOEEh/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HadhIEIOQgM
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Task 4 

Homophone Quiz


You will need to download the quiz to your computer to make it work properly.


 (When you’ve got an answer correct, click on the word ‘correct’ to move onto the next 
questions).


Quiz 1 


Quiz 2


As always, keep your pictures and videos coming to 
year3homelearning@threemilestone.cornwall.sch.uk 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HadhIEIOQgM
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Qz9i-Oj00uaMoXWWYXyPXkLABD8I8OVh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13PxzL3ep0V1rTU7GabpaEebfTrhX0xcX
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